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Leadership is not about a title or a designation. It's about impact, influence and inspiration. Impact involves 

getting results, influence is about spreading the passion you have for your work, and you have to inspire  
team-mates and customers.  

-Robin S. Sharma 
 

Leadership 

At the on start of this exciting summer cohort, I saw myself as a servant style leader. Reflecting 

over these past busy and intense few weeks, and after reading and understanding more of the 

skill set for each, my style shifted to the transformational leadership. I see myself in this role 

because of the following aspects: (a) it is a process, (b) includes influence, (c) occurs in groups, 

and (d) contains common goals (Northhouse, 2013). Transformational leadership comprises of 

different components, which are emotions, values, ethics, standards and long-terms goals 

(Northouse, 2013). Putting all those pieces together, my leadership infuses collaboration not 

linear. Transformational leadership benefits from the practice of mindfulness (Ulmcke, 2016). 

Mindfulness characteristics match and supplement the characteristics of transformation 

leadership, by way of expressive qualities. As the title infers it is a transfer of information from 

one to another.  Working together and being attentive encourages a stimulating environment that 

assembles humans. Listening and guiding them toward common ground is important in this 

leadership role in education. The qualities aligned are in direct correlation with my strong work 

ethic in education. As educators we are all bound for the common good, educating our students, 

in doing so, we need to stay true to what drives us. This is a key in positive motivation, which 

leads to decision-making, ethical climate and moral actions (Northouse, 2013). Along with 

passion, inspiration, charisma, recognizing people as individuals, intellectual stimulation is 

essential (Northouse, 2013). I am passionate and a visionary in every aspect of my life. This is 

why I chose the field of educational technologies to earn my doctorate and become part of the 

next generation of leaders.  
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I Believe 
Picture your brain forming new connections as you meet the challenge and learn.  Keep on 

going. 
-Carol Dweck  

 
My teachings and skills as a Technology and After-School Enrichment teacher over the last 

sixteen years, has been dedicated to inspiring children to believe that they can be successful and 

to not give up to reach their dream or goals. Technology and a positive mindset are leveling the 

playing field in education. My passion revolves around exploring the exciting world of new 

technologies and then passing on that knowledge to students as well as the teaching staff. 

Everyday there are fresh and innovative technologies, both in hardware and software that beg to 

be explored and I am now eager to expand my current knowledge base and prepare for a 

leadership role. My ultimate goal is to have the ability to turnkey my new learning’s to influence 

a standard curriculum and also further revolutionize diverse learning systems. My mission is to 

be a valuable leader in this domain and to successfully guide, enrich and share the future of 

emerging technologies in the education field. 

 
My Goals 

Grit is that 'extra something' that separates the most successful people from the rest. It's the 
passion, perseverance, and stamina that we must channel in order to stick with our dreams until 

they become a reality. 
-Travis Bradberry 

 
As my three-year journey continues as a doctorate student, I have established particular goals 

that will enable me to keep growing and to become an innovative leader in the evolving field of 

educational technology.  

 
Goals to Achieve: Doctoral Journey 2017-2018 
I will: 

• Volunteer at the NJCU Family Ed Tech Day 
• Present at technology conferences, workshops 
• Provide professional development in district 
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• Judge at FIRST Lego League competition 
• Attend an ISTE conference 
• Complete course work for Year One 

 
Goals to Achieve: Doctoral Journey 2018-2019 
I will: 

• Present at technology conferences, workshops 
• Provide professional development in district 
• Judge at FIRST Lego League competition 
• Attend an ISTE conference 
• Publish in technology journal 
• Complete course work for Year Two 

 
Goals to Achieve: Doctoral Journey 2019-2020 
I will: 

• Present at technology conferences, workshops 
• Provide professional development in district 
• Judge at FIRST Lego League competition 
• Complete course work for Year Three 
• Successfully defend my dissertation 
• Graduate from NJCU with a doctorate degree in Educational Technology Leadership 
• Adjunct Professor in the field of Educational Technology 
• Create online course in the field of Educational Technology 

 
This document is a work in progress that will be updated throughout the Ed.D Program 
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